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Abstrat. The question of learnability of the lass of extended pattern
languages is onsidered to be one of the eldest and outstanding open
problems in indutive inferene of formal languages. This paper provides
an appropriate answer presenting a sublass { the terminal-free extended
pattern languages { that is not learnable in the limit. In order to ahieve
this result we will have to limit the respetive alphabet of terminal sym-
bols to exatly two letters.
In addition we will fous on the impat of ambiguity of pattern languages
on indutive inferene of terminal-free extended pattern languages. The
onventional view on nondeterminism in patterns inspired by formal lan-
guage theory is transformed into an approah that meets the require-
ments of indutive inferene. These studies will lead to some useful learn-
ability riteria for lasses of terminal-free extended pattern languages.
1 Introdution
The analysis of learnability of formal languages { originating in [Gol67℄ { is
one of the main subjets in indutive inferene. Meanwhile there exist some
powerful riteria on language identiation in the limit (like in [Ang80℄, [Wri89℄
and [BCJ99℄) deriving from these studies. Contrary to the disouraging ndings
onerning super-nite lasses of languages, learnability of the lass of pattern
languages was shown by Angluin ([Ang79℄ and [Ang80℄). In the sequel there
has been a variety of additional studies (e.g. in [LW91℄, [WZ94℄) onerning
omplexity of learning algorithms, onsequenes of dierent input data, and so
on.
Pattern languages in the sense of Angluin disallow any empty substitution
of variables. The question whether the lass of extended pattern languages {
tolerating empty substitutions and also known as erasing pattern languages or
E-pattern languages { is learnable has proven to be more ompliated than that
of \standard" pattern languages. It has been the fous of attention sine 1982
when Shinohara was the rst to deal with extended pattern languages and it was
haraterized as \one of the outstanding open problems of indutive inferene"
by Mithell in 1998 (f. [Mit98℄). Up to the present there are only two non-trivial
sublasses of extended pattern languages known to be learnable, both of them
restriting the ourrenes of variables. In detail, the lass of extended pattern
languages where the patterns ontain at most m distint variables ([Wri89℄) and
the lass of quasi-regular pattern languages, with every variable ourring exatly
m times (rst shown in [Shi82a℄ for m = 1, the general ase shown by Mithell
in [Mit98℄), an be mentioned. Mithell also pointed out that the full lass of
extended pattern languages is learnable in the limit if the respetive alphabet
of terminal symbols is innite or singular. The researh on extended pattern
languages within the sope of formal language theory was initiated in [JKS
+
94℄
and led among others to some interesting ndings onerning the deidability of
inlusion.
In order to take an undisguised look at the diÆulties leading to the restri-
tions in the approahes of Shinohara, Wright and Mithell we will fous in the
following setions on terminal-free extended pattern languages. The main result
of this paper will state that the lass of extended pattern languages { and also
that of terminal-free extended pattern languages { is not learnable in the limit
if the respetive terminal alphabet onsists of exatly two letters. Subsequent
to this the impat of nondeterminism of pattern languages on the questions of
learning theory will be analysed, but rst a suÆiently preise denition of the
onepts to be used will be given.
2 Preliminaries
Let  be an alphabet of terminal symbols and X = fx
1
; x
2
; x
3
;    g an innite
alphabet of variables,  \X = ;. If we are talking just of an alphabet we mean
an alphabet of terminals. If A is an arbitrary alphabet then A
+
denotes the set
of all non-empty words over A and A

the set of all (empty and non-empty)
words over A. We will use lower ase letters from the end of the Latin alphabet
in order to name words of terminal symbols. We designate the empty word as e.
j  j denotes the size of an alphabet or the length of a word, respetively, and
jw j
a
the frequeny of a letter a in a word w. A pattern is a word over  [X , a
terminal-free pattern is a word over X ; naming patterns we will use lower ase
letters from the beginning of the Greek alphabet. var() denotes the set of all
variables of a pattern .
A substitution is a morphism  : ( [ X)

 ! 

suh that (a) = a for
all a 2 . An inverse substitution is a morphism  : 

 ! X

. The extended
pattern language of a pattern  is dened as
L

() := fw 2 

j 9 : () = wg:
If there is no need to give emphasis to the onrete shape of  we denote
the extended pattern language of a pattern  simply as L(). Eah funtion
t : N  ! 

satisfying ft(n) j n  0g = L() is alled a text for L().
Following [Mit98℄ we designate a pattern  as suint if and only if for all
patterns 
L() = L() =) jj  jj:
Aording to the studies of Mateesu and Salomaa ([MS94℄) we denote a word
w as ambiguous (in respet of a pattern ) if and only if there exist two sub-
stitutions  and 
0
suh that (x
i
) 6= 
0
(x
i
) for some x
i
2 var(), but () =
w = 
0
(). We all a word unambiguous (in respet of a pattern ) if it is not
ambiguous.
In [JSSY95℄ it is shown that the inlusion of two arbitrary extended pattern
languages is not deidable. Fortunately this fat does not hold true for terminal-
free extended pattern languages. As this is of great importane for the following
studies we now ite a respetive theorem of [JSSY95℄:
Fat 1. Let ;  2 X

be two arbitrarily given terminal-free patterns. Then
L()  L() if and only if there exists a morphism  : X

 ! X

suh that
() = .
We investigate the identiation of extended pattern languages in Gold's
learning model (f. [Gol67℄), so we have to agree on the orresponding notions.
Let S be any total omputable funtion reading initial segments of texts and
returning patterns. Eah suh funtion is alled a strategy. If  is a pattern
and t a text for L() we say that S identies L() from t, i the sequene of
patterns returned by S, when reading t, onverges to a pattern , suh that
L() = L(). Any set PAT
?
of extended pattern languages is learnable in the
limit (or: inferrable from positive data) i there is a strategy S identifying eah
language L 2 PAT
?
from any orresponding text.
The learnability haraterization used in this paper originates from Angluin.
In fat it ombines Condition 1 and Theorem 1 of [Ang80℄:
Fat 2. An arbitrary sublass PAT
?
of extended pattern languages is inferrable
from positive data i there exists an eetive proedure that enumerates for every
pattern  with L() 2 PAT
?
a set T

suh that
{ T

 L(),
{ T

is nite, and
{ T

6 L() for all L() 2 PAT
?
with L()  L().
T

is alled a telltale (in respet of  and PAT
?
).
The seond learnability riterion we will use also derives from Angluin (ombin-
ing Condition 2, Condition 4 and Corollary 3 of [Ang80℄):
Fat 3. Let PAT
?
be an arbitrary sublass PAT
?
of extended pattern languages
suh that for two languages L
1
; L
2
2 PAT
?
inlusion is deidable. Then PAT
?
is
inferrable from positive data if there exists for every pattern  with L() 2 PAT
?
a set T

suh that
{ T

 L(),
{ T

is nite, and
{ T

6 L() for all L() 2 PAT
?
with L()  L().
3 A Non-Learnable Sublass of Extended Pattern
Languages
In this setion we will present a spei and simply strutured extended pattern
language that does not have a telltale. This fat entails the onlusion that the
lass of extended pattern languages is not learnable in the limit.
Our argumentation will lead to oniting presumptions; on the one hand
elements with suh a feature seem to be quite frequent among the set of all
patterns, on the other hand we will have to limit the used alphabet to exatly
two letters, turning the examined lass of languages into a rather peuliar one.
To begin with we will name a well known type of pattern that is as useful for
our line of reasoning as it is inonvenient for the needs of indutive inferene:
Denition 1 (Passe-partout). Let  be a pattern and W  L() a nite set
of words. Let  be a pattern, suh that
{ W  L() and
{ L()  L().
We then say that  is a passe-partout (for  and W ).
Note that if there exists a passe-partout for a pattern  and a set of words
W , then W is not a telltale for L().
Now we will present the ruial lemma of this setion:
Lemma 1. Let  = fa; bg be an alphabet and
 := x
1
x
1
x
2
x
2
x
3
x
3
a pattern. Then for any nite W  L

() there exists a terminal-free passe-
partout.
Proof. If W is empty the above statement is trivially true. Given an arbitrary
non-empty W = fw
1
; w
2
;    ; w
n
g  L(), the following proedure onstruts a
passe-partout :
As an inverse substitution we dene for every w
i
a morphism 
i
: 

 ! X

by

i
() :=

x
2i 1
;  = a;
x
2i
;  = b:
As W  L(), for every w
i
, 1  i  n, there exists a substitution 
i
satisfying

i
() = w
i
. Construting a set of 3n strings 
i;k
2 X

we now will identify the
neessary elements of .
Case (i) 
i
(x
3
) = v
1
a v
2
; v
1
; v
2
2 fbg

^ 
i
(x
1
); 
i
(x
2
) 2 fbg

or

i
(x
3
) = v
1
b v
2
; v
1
; v
2
2 fag

^ 
i
(x
1
); 
i
(x
2
) 2 fag

.
Thus, 
i
(x
3
) ontains a letter exatly one and w
i
ontains this
letter exatly twie. In this ase we dene

i;1
:= 
i
(
i
(x
1
) 
i
(x
2
)) ;

i;2
:= 
i
(
i
(x
3
)) ;

i;3
:= e:
Note that in (i) w
i
is ambiguous, so that the above denition pro-
vides a pattern 
i
:= 
i;1

i;2

i;3
with w
i
2 L(
i
).
Case (ii) 
i
(x
3
) is empty or w
i
ontains every letter of 
i
(x
3
) at least four
times.
In this ase we simply dene

i;k
:= 
i
(
i
(x
k
)) ; 1  k  3:
Obviously (ii) also provides a pattern 
i
:= 
i;1

i;2

i;3
with w
i
2
L(
i
).
Combining the fragments of all 
i
in an appropriate manner we now ompose
the resulting pattern of the proedure:
 := 
1;1

2;1
   
n;1
| {z }
x
1

1;1

2;1
   
n;1
| {z }
x
1

1;2

2;2
   
n;2
| {z }
x
2

1;2

2;2
   
n;2
| {z }
x
2

1;3

2;3
   
n;3
| {z }
x
3

1;3

2;3
   
n;3
| {z }
x
3
:
In order to onlude the proof we now show that  indeed is a passe-partout
for  and W :
1. We dene a substitution 
0
i
: X

 ! 

by

0
i
(x
j
) :=
8
<
:
a ; j = 2i  1;
b ; j = 2i;
e ; else:
Obviously 
0
i
() = w
i
, and thus W  L().
2.  and  are both terminal-free patterns, and due to the above depited
shape of these patterns there exists a morphism  : X

 ! X

with () =
. Thus, L() is a subset of L() (aording to the inlusion riterion in
[JSSY95℄ desribed in Fat 1).
On the other hand there exists no morphism  : X

 ! X

with  () = ,
as 
i;3
6= Æ
1
x
j
Æ
2
, 1  i  n, if x
j
62 var(Æ
k
), 1  k  2, and x
j
62 var(
i;l
),
1  l  2. Beause of this fat
 6=   x
p
  x
p
  x
q
  x
q
  x
r
  x
r
  
if there are no other ourrenes of at least one of these variables in .
=) L()  L() ut
Obviously every variable of  ours exatly twie. Ironially its language
thus belongs to a lass that { aording to [Mit98℄ { is learnable in the limit.
Nevertheless, the ndings of Mithell and Lemma 1 are onsistent as  not
neessarily is quasi-regular. Aordingly the quasi-regular pattern languages to
some extent are not learnable on aount of their shape as suh but as they do
not inlude all possible passe-partouts.
In addition we want to point out that ambiguity of words plays a major role
in the proof of Lemma 1: a telltale for an extended pattern language has to
inlude words with a substitution of variables ontaining a unique letter { as
taken into onsideration in ase (i). If the alphabet onsists of just two letters
these spei words may turn out to be ambiguous, leading to a deisive loss of
signiane. We will revert to this aspet in the next setion.
Referring to Angluin the impat of Lemma 1 on indutive inferene an be
stated with little eort:
Theorem 1. The lass of terminal-free extended pattern languages is not in-
ferrable from positive data if the respetive alphabet onsists of exatly two let-
ters.
Proof. Let  be an alphabet, jj = 2. Lemma 1 provides a terminal-free pattern
, suh that for any nite setW  L

() there exists a passe-partout. Therefore
the lass of terminal-free extended pattern languages does not satisfy Angluin's
Condition 1, and aording to Theorem 1 of [Ang80℄ it is not inferrable from
positive data (as presented in Fat 2). ut
Theorem 1 entails the nding, that all positive results on indutive inferene
of extended pattern languages ited in the introdution follow the only pra-
tiable ourse: any learnable (sub-)lass of these languages has to be provided
with some restritions on the shape of the variables or the alphabet of terminal
symbols.
Finally we now expliitly will formulate the trivial onlusion of Theorem 1:
Corollary 1. The lass of extended pattern languages is not inferrable from
positive data if the respetive alphabet onsists of exatly two letters.
As explained in setion 2 we investigate in this paper the standard learn-
ing model of indutive inferene regarding a lass of languages as learnable if,
roughly speaking, for every of its elements a syntatial onvergene of hypothe-
ses an be ahieved. A seond, widely analysed model { known as behaviorally
orret learning or BC-learning { replaes this aspet by the weaker laim of a
semanti onvergene (f. [CL82℄, [OW82℄ and onerning the inferene of fun-
tions [Bar74℄). Aording to [BCJ96℄ Angluin's Condition 2 (f. [Ang80℄) fully
haraterizes any BC-learnable lass of languages. Hene it is obvious that the
lass of extended pattern languages (and that of terminal-free extended pattern
languages as well) is not BC-learnable, too, sine there does not exist any tell-
tale for a terminal-free extended pattern language (as shown in Lemma 1). In
addition we want to point out that { due to the deidability of inlusion { ev-
ery result in Gold's model onerning the learnability of terminal-free extended
pattern languages diretly an be interpreted as a statement on BC-learning.
4 The Importane of Unambiguous Words
As already mentioned above ambiguity of words is the ore of the onstrution
of a passe-partout in the proof of Lemma 1. In this setion we will return to that
point with a more general view.
Nondeterminism of pattern languages has been examined by Mateesu and
Salomaa in [MS94℄. Within the sope of learning theory however it seems to
be useful to fous on a slightly dierent aspet of nondeterminism. Instead of
searhing for the maximum ambiguity of a pattern and its words we onjeture
that it is beneial to analyse the minimum ambiguity of the words of extended
pattern languages. Being more preisely we suggest to pose the question, whether
there exist ertain unambiguous words in every terminal-free extended pattern
language. This approah is inspired by the speial needs of indutive inferene
onerning the analysis of subset relations of languages.
The following Theorem { providing a riterion for the learnability of terminal-
free extended pattern languages { will speify our intention:
Theorem 2. Let  be an alphabet. Let Pat
?
tf
be a set of terminal-free patterns
and PAT
?
tf
the orresponding lass of extended pattern languages. If for any
 2 Pat
?
tf
there exists a nite set of substitutions f
1
; 
2
;    ; 
n
g suh that
1. for every i, 1  i  n, 
i
() is unambiguous in respet of  and
2. for every x
j
2 var() there exists an i, 1  i  n, and an a 2  suh that
j
i
(x
j
)j
a
= 1 and j
i
()j
a
= jj
x
j
then PAT
?
tf
is inferrable from positive data.
Proof. Given  2 Pat
?
tf
, we dene a set T

of words over  by
T

:= fw
i
j 1  i  n ^ 
i
() = w
i
g:
We now will show that T

is a telltale for L() in respet of PAT
?
tf
. For that
purpose assume T

 L()  L() for some  2 Pat
?
tf
. Then { aording to
the inlusion riterion of [JSSY95℄ desribed in Fat 1 { there exists a morphism
 : X

 ! X

suh that () = . Moreover, there exists a seond set of
substitutions f
0
1
; 
0
2
;    ; 
0
n
g with 
0
i
() = w
i
for all i, 1  i  n. Consequently,
the following diagram illustrates the relationship of , , and w
i
for every i,
1  i  n:
-

w
i


R
 
 
 	


i

0
i
Hene it is obvious that

i
(x
j
) = 
0
i
((x
j
)) for all x
j
2 var() and 1  i  n
as every w
i
is unambiguous in respet of . Beause of this fat (and beause of
ondition 2) (x
j
) must have the following shape:
(x
j
) = 
1
x
j
a

2
for all x
j
2 var()
with 
1
; 
2
2 X

and jj
x
j
a
= jj
x
j
. Thus, the morphism  : X

 ! X

dened
by
 (x
k
) :=

x
j
; k = j
a
;
e ; else
leads to  () =  and { aording to Fat 1 { L() = L(). Consequently,
PAT
?
tf
satises the onditions of Fat 3 as T

is a telltale for L() in respet of
PAT
?
tf
.
=) PAT
?
tf
is inferrable from positive data. ut
As a onsequene of Theorem 2 of [MS94℄ { dealing with hanging degrees
of ambiguity of the same extended pattern language depending on the question
of whether the respetive pattern is suint or not { we onsider it as vital
to restrit the searh for unambiguous words on a set of suint patterns. In
addition we may see the results of the previous setion as a hint that { depending
on the onrete shape of the lass of pattern languages to be examined { an
alphabet of at least three letters is neessary in order to onstrut a set of
unambiguous words.
The following example demonstrates the way how Theorem 2 might be used:
Example 1. Following Shinohara (f. [Shi82b℄) we dene:
Denition 2 (Terminal-free non-ross patterns). A pattern  is alled a
terminal-free non-ross pattern if and only if it satises
 = x
e
1
1
x
e
2
2
x
e
3
3
  x
e
n
n
for some n and numbers e
1
; e
2
;    ; e
n
with n  1 and e
i
 1, 1  i  n.
We denote an extended pattern language L() as terminal-free extended non-
ross pattern language if and only if  is a terminal-free non-ross pattern.
We state without proof that the lass of terminal-free extended non-ross
pattern languages is inferrable from positive data for any nite alphabet  with
at least two letters. To this end let  be an arbitrarily hosen terminal-free
non-ross pattern and fa; bg  . Given the substitution  by
(x
j
) := a b
j
the set T

dened by
T

:=

fag ; 9 i : 1  i  n ^ e
i
= 1;
f()g: ; else
is a telltale for . Note that the absene of possible passe-partouts among the
terminal-free non-ross patterns again is the onditio sine qua non for this on-
lusion. As { aording to [Mit98℄ { the full lass of extended pattern languages
is learnable in the limit if the repetive alphabet is innite or onsists of just one
letter, the above statement implies the learnability of the lass of terminal-free
extended non-ross pattern languages for any alphabet.
For the purpose of this paper however our example looks dierent: Let again
 be a terminal-free non-ross pattern and  a nite alphabet, fa; b; g  .
Then the set of substitutions f
n
1
; 
n
2
;    ; 
n
n
g given by

n
j
(i
k
) :=
8
>
>
<
>
>
:
b
f
i
b
f
i
; j 6= i ^ i is odd;

f
i

f
i
; j 6= i ^ i is even;
b
f
i
a b
f
i
; j = i ^ i is odd;

f
i
a 
f
i
; j = i ^ i is even;
1  i  n and 1  j  n, with
f
i
:=
8
<
:
1 ; i = 1;
i 1
Q
j=1
e
j
; i > 1
satises the onditions of Theorem 2 if L() 6= L(x
1
). L(x
1
) is learnable in the
limit using the set fag as a telltale. Thus, hoosing this approah leads to the
onlusion that the lass of terminal-free extended non-ross pattern languages
is inferrable from positive data if  is nite and onsists of at least three letters.
Consequently, in the present example Theorem 2 does not lead to an optimal
result. Thus, we suggest to examine the use Theorem 1 for those lasses of
terminal-free extended pattern languages that turn out to be not learnable in
the limit if the orresponding alphabet onsists of two letters, suh as the full
lass of terminal-free extended pattern languages (f. Theorem 1).
5 Diuse Words
In Theorem 2 we use unambiguous words in order to guarantee xed spheres of
responsibility for every variable when generating a word. We now will present
an { in a sense { weaker laim leading to a omparable result onerning the
existene of a telltale in a terminal-free extended pattern language.
We will start with a preise explanation of the onept to be used:
Denition 3 (Diuse). Let  be a pattern, jj := n, and  a substitution. If
m  n let 
m
= x
i
1
x
i
2
   x
i
m
be the initial segment of length m of . Let  be
the smallest natural number suh that for every substitution 
0
with 
0
() = ()
and for every m, 1  m  n,
j(
m
)j     j
0
(
m
)j  j(
m
)j+ :
If j(x
i
)j  2 + 1 for all x
i
2 var() then we all the word () diuse (of
degree )(in respet of ).
Thus, a diuse word ontains ertain letters that { regarding all possible
substitutions { have to be generated by distint variables. Note that all words
being diuse of degree 0 are unambiguous but not every unambiguous word
neessarily has to be diuse of degree 0 (beause of the ondition j(x
i
)j  1 for
all x
i
).
The following example illustrates Denition 3:
Example 2. We dene a pattern  by
 = x
1
x
2
x
3
x
4
x
1
x
4
x
3
x
2
:
Obviously  is terminal-free and suint. We examine the substitution  given
by
(x
1
) := baa; (x
2
) := aba; (x
3
) := bba; (x
4
) := bbb:
There exists only one dierent substitution 
0
suh that 
0
() = (), 
0
given
by

0
(x
1
) = ba; 
0
(x
2
) = aaba; 
0
(x
3
) = bb; 
0
(x
4
) = abbb:
Taking a look at the resulting word of both substitutions
()
z }| {
b a a a b a b b a b b b b a a b b b b b a a b a
b a a a b a b b a b b b b a a b b b b b a a b a
| {z }

0
()
it is obvious that () is diuse of degree 1.
The learning riterion for terminal-free extendend pattern languages based
on diuse words reads as follows:
Theorem 3. Let  be an alphabet. Let Pat
?
tf
be a set of terminal-free patterns
and PAT
?
tf
the orresponding lass of extended pattern languages. If for every
 2 Pat
?
tf
there exist natural numbers 
1
; 
2
;    ; 
n
 0 and a nite set of
substitutions f
1
; 
2
;    ; 
n
g suh that
1. for every i, 1  i  n, 
i
() is diuse of degree 
i
in respet of  and
2. for every x
j
2 var() there exists an i, 1  i  n, suh that

i
(x
j
) = v
i
1
v
i
2
a v
i
3
v
i
4
for a letter a 2  and some v
i
1
; v
i
2
; v
i
3
; v
i
4
2 

, jv
i
1
j = 
i
= jv
i
4
j, suh
that j
i
()j
a
= jj
x
j
then PAT
?
tf
is inferrable from positive data.
Proof. Given  2 Pat
?
tf
, we dene a set T

of words over  by
T

:= fw
i
j 1  i  n ^ 
i
() = w
i
g:
We now will show that T

is a telltale for L() in respet of PAT
?
tf
. For that
purpose assume T

 L()  L() for some  2 Pat
?
tf
. Then { aording to
Fat 1 { there exists a morphism  : X

 ! X

suh that () = . Moreover,
there exists a seond set of substitutions f
0
1
; 
0
2
;    ; 
0
n
g with 
0
i
() = w
i
for
all i, 1  i  n.
Beause everyw
i
, 1  i  n, is diuse in respet of  and beause of ondition
2 we may onlude that for every x
j
2 var() there exists a 
0
i
suh that

0
i
((x
j
)) = u
1
v
i
2
a v
i
3
u
2
for a letter a 2 , some words u
1
; u
2
2 

and v
i
2
; v
i
3
deriving from 
i
(x
j
). In
addition it is obvious that j
0
i
()j
a
= jj
x
j
an be stated for this 
0
i
. Therefore {
like in the proof of Theorem 2 {  must have the shape
(x
j
) = 
1
x
j
a

2
for all x
j
2 var()
with 
1
; 
2
2 X

and jj
x
j
a
= jj
x
j
. Thus, the morphism  : X

 ! X

dened
by
 (x
k
) :=

x
j
; k = j
a
;
e ; else
leads to  () =  and L() = L(). Consequently, PAT
?
tf
satises the onditions
of Fat 3 as T

is a telltale for L() in respet of PAT
?
tf
.
=) PAT
?
tf
is inferrable from positive data. ut
Note that Example 1 is valid for Theorem 3 as well, sine all of the words
generated by the given substitutions are diuse of degree 0 in respet of any
terminal-free non-ross pattern. Additionally, we generally suggest to restrit
the searh for substitutions satisfying the onditions of Theorem 3 on suint
patterns and an alphabet of at least three letters.
6 Conluding Remarks
Sine we fous in the present paper on terminal-free patterns it seems worth
mentioning that most aspets of the previous two setions may also be expressed
using the terms of Post's orrespondene problem (as it is revealed by Exam-
ple 2).
Finally we presume that for every suint terminal-free pattern there exists
a set of substitutions satisfying the onditions of Theorem 2 (or Theorem 3,
respetively), if the orresponding alphabet onsists of at least three letters.
Thus, we onjeture (referring to Theorem 1 and the results from [Mit98℄) that
the lass of terminal-free extended pattern languages is inferrable from positive
data if and only if the respetive alphabet does not onsist of exatly two letters.
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